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VERNACULAR BUILDINGS RESEARCH

HENLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL & HISTORICAL GROUP

Parish/County: Henley-on-Thames, Oxon Owners: Sally Crane

Street and House name: 51 & 53 Friday Street & Tom Lester

Recorded by: Ruth Gibson 

Dates of visits: 21.10.09, 12.8. &14.10.2010

11.1.2011

Listing grade and entry text:  Gd II

‘Late 18/19
th

C. Stucco, brick eaves cornice. Listed for Group value’

(NB the Listing entry is based on a cursory inspection of the front elevation only and takes no 

account of the much earlier timber framed interior. R.G.) 

Known History: In his will of 1585 William Barnaby, wealthy yeoman of Henley, leaves a 

number of properties or tenements, as they are called in the will,  to the trustees of Henley 

Corporation for charitable purposes. These include works to the bridge and maintenance of the 

poor in the form of twenty dozen loaves of bread every Good Friday, ten smocks for the oldest 

and poorest women and the rest for the poor in the almshouses. 

One of these tenements is in Friday Street, located ‘ between the Parsonage Way on the east and 

the tenement of John Marsham on the west’ ; it is let to one John Heyborne. The architectural 

evidence confirms that Nos 51-53 were once one house, whilst the 1878 map still clearly shows 

the ‘  Parsonage Way on the east’ of No. 53 , once the rear entrance from Friday Street to the 

yards and gardens of the Parsonage. The track still directly adjoins the east gable of No. 53, 

although it now leads to a modern garage in front of a tall brick wall. both post-dating 1878.

Although the Barnaby will is only a small window into the late Tudor town, it does point the 

way to more possible research into its history, as references to the property can from then on be 

found in the Henley Borough Assembly Minutes. I quote from research into these carried out by 

A.Cottingham :  ‘ 21.12.1750: ‘Lease to Benj. Bradshaw of the tenements and buildings in 

Friday St. next to the parsonage gateway, for 11 years at � 2.10s p.a. …. In consideration that 

he is to build…. .houses where the old houses now stand & keep them in good repair.  

The use of the plural may indicate that the building had already been turned into two houses, or 

the property next door, i.e. No. 49 was included. What is clear is that Benj. Bradshaw did not 

build new houses, but he re-fronted and refurbished the existing timber framed houses, very 

similar to what he did at 17-29 and 31-33 Friday Street. 
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At  No. 51: A. Cottingham’s  research into the Baptisms register of St. Mary’s shows that in 

1948 George William,  road repairer, lived there with his family. In 1942 its tenants were Arthur 

Lunnon, a munitions worker, with his family. In 1915 it was Arthur R. Wheatland, a soldier and 

family. The Census Return for 1901 shows George Arlett, a fisherman, wife and 4 children. 

At  No. 53:  Baptism Registers 1918 and 1920 William Goodall, labourer and family.

Census Return for 1901:  Charles Sarney, painter with wife and 2 children. 

The above are a good indication that these had become working class rented properties once the 

original, larger timber framed houses had been subdivided. This is confirmed by the large body 

of C 19
th

Census Returns for Friday Street. The mid C18
th

Borough Records also already show, 

that there was great demand for small cottages, resulting in the many examples of larger houses 

being subdivided into two-up-two-down cottages, which often included new rear extensions and 

infills between existing houses, i.e. Nos 21 and 29 Friday Street are such recorded examples.

Map ref., date of 1
st

map, type of plot. According to the 1878 O.S. Map these were formerly 

long narrow plots, located at the back of the planned medieval Hart Street burgages. Most of the 

Friday Street ones  run up to the line of the former brook, now put below ground; however those 

of Nos 51-53 have been truncated. 

Plan form/position in street: Two bays ( I & II on plan) fronting the street, one early addition

or contemporary bay (III) behind No. 53; Bay IV, was added to the rear of Bay I in the mid 

C18
th
. The building may originally have extended along the street beyond the present west gable 

of No. 51 (see evidence below). The east is bounded by the ancient, now very much truncated 

Parsonage Way. 

Description of the exterior of the building: This is a timber framed building of two bays 

fronting the street, which has been given a brick and stucco front and east side wall. It has 2 rear 

extensions running at right angles. The front roof has been raised to allow for taller first floor 

windows, thereby creating an asymmetrical roof shape. Whilst this shallower front roof slope 

has a covering of Welsh slates, the steeper rear roof remains tiled, as are both rear wings. 

On the west side the building abuts No. 49 Friday Street, a probably late C19
th

brick structure. 

The building is divided into two properties; this appears to pre-date the time when the front 

elevation was given its stucco render and the shallow slate roof, both typical for the early/mid

19
th

C. We are therefore looking at least two mayor alterations since it was first built.

No. 51:  Blocked doorway in the g.f. west wall. Large brick F.P. with timber bressumer

This retains its original large framed built into the north wall of the front 

square panels room
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The ground floor consists of a front room, entered from the street, with a large brick fire place 

directly adjoining the north wall of the room, probably first built as an external stack. This now 

projects into the rear room, which also accommodates the turned staircase. The rear room may 

have been built as the kitchen in the 18
th

C, before the present kitchen and bathroom extensions 

were added in the C 20
th

.

Both side walls of the front room have interesting features. The west wall is the only one in the 

building, which preserves most of its original structure. The north-west corner post is just over 4 

m tall rising to the tie beam at first floor level in the north wall. It has a jowl head, which seems 

to have had a brace, removed to allow for a door opening once the stair and landing had been 

added. Both post and tie beam are very heavily weathered (or more likely beetle infested after 

prolonged ingress of damp, as it would have been an exposed part of the rear timber framed wall 

for two centuries or more). The wall posts support three horizontal rails. The lower one is 

interrupted to allow for a door frame (now blocked by the side wall of No. 49), the next one at 

2.10m height provides the seating for the flat laid 8” by 4” ceiling joists to this room.

The east g.f. wall consists of a narrow scantling stud wall, located some 15 cm (6”) east beyond 

the wall rail supporting the joists. The present wall is clearly a later insertion, put in when the 

house was divided into two, but what does it replace?  If this was one large room originally one 

would expect the ceiling joists to be very similar, but those of No. 53 are quite different (see 

below under No. 53 Interior and g.f. plan). They appear to be re-used timbers and are unlikely 

to be original to the house. 

The stack and fire place surround are built of narrow bricks. It adjoins the former north outside 

wall of the building, but is now internal, accommodating the later extension including the dog-

leg stairs. At the back of the stack one can still see the earlier bricks of some 1 �”, 1 5/8” & 2” 

thickness, laid in an irregular bond with wide mortar joints up to first floor level; above this the 

Thick jowl of north-west corner 

post, supporting the tie beam and 

wall plate. There may have once 

been an arch brace between post and 

tie beam.  Scribed carpenter’s marks

showing the figure IIII are still 

visible. 

West wall with rail and central post, first floor room. 

The wall plate once supported the rafters of the original 

roof, but the later ceiling has been inserted c.40 cm 

above it, giving more head room. Mortises cut into the 

underside of the plate are evidence of former studs.

Two mortises cut into its face, still with evidence of 

pegs, for ceiling joists one at either end only. Did these 

provide small cock lofts for storage?
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bricks are nearer 2 �” thick and laid mainly in English bond (alternating headers and stretchers), 

but with areas of only headers. The difference in brick sizes and bond indicates a later change at

the top part of the stack. The early bricks are very similar to the mid 15
th

C. work seen at the 

Ewelme School and Almshouses complex of fine early brick building. 

The bricks of the fire place surround are of a darker colour, heavily repointed in cement mortar 

and may have been replaced. The hearth of the fire place is spanned by a timber bressumers with 

a 2” chamfer at the front and a deep, heavily charred rear chamfer. The bressumers retains some 

taper burns, scratches and cut markings.  A short section of the north-east corner post can be 

seen in the upper part of the brick work, still supporting the transverse beam. A horizontal 

timber appears to have been inserted underneath – see photograph below left.

The rear part of the cottage (Bay IV) consists of one ground and one first floor room and a 

turned staircase attached to the rear of the brick stack; see photographs above right and below.

The stairs are part of the later extension, built at right angles to the front bays. Some of its wall 

and ceiling timbers are re-used and not of the quality or scantling seen in the front range, very 

likely a sign of the timber shortages of the late 17
th

and 18
th

centuries. The floor levels are lower 

than that of the front; this is particularly pronounced at first floor level, where there is a 

difference of 0.35 m, again a sign of the time lag between the construction of front and rear. 

Rear range: 1
st

floor west wall. View south from ground floor rear room

Raking strut typical of late framing Heavy, but mostly 2
nd

hand ceiling joists

East ceiling, rail 

sup-porting flat 

laid joists, a
remnant of the 

wall post

disappearing 
into the stack? 

The short hori-

zontal timber 

may be part of 
the former 

stairs, or a later 

support for the 
post, which may 

have been cut

as it was set 

into the stack 

brickwork
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Interior of No. 53:

The ground floor layout is very similar to that of No. 51. The brick stack is also located at the 

northern end of the front room with a stair case attached to its back. The bricks are between 1 �” 

and 2” thick laid in irregular bond, tending to English bond at first floor level. The FP surround 

appears to be re-built, probably re-using ‘Tudor’ bricks.

In the west wall opposite the stack is a shallow niche measuring 21 by 66 cm. 

In the front room the ceiling joists run south-north and are tenoned into an axial beam; this lacks 

the traditional chamfer and the joists are of narrow scantling, sawn timbers of between 4/6/9 cm 

width, quite different from the heavy joists seen at No 51. The brick and stud west wall is also a 

later insertion, probably dating to the documented 18
th

work.  A brick with 1752 is used upside 

down in the wall and therefore unlikely to be in its original position.  

The rear room on the other hand has a 26 cm wide axial beam with a 4 cm wide chamfer and 

carved  step stop; the joists are tenoned into it, are flat laid and of some 15 cm width. This is a 

very traditional ceiling arrangement and appears to be original. 

Rear axial beam with chamfer and 

decorative stop. ( NB electric cabling 

has been fixed to its side) 

The brick with possibly the date 1752 

scratched into it – or is a 5-figure number? 
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The first floor rear room confirms that this is not a later addition, but very probably part of the 

original building, although there is also a slight difference in floor height of 18 cm. Its rear gable 

wall retains a traditional truss with a cambered tie beam, collar, 3 queen struts and clasped 

purlins. See left photograph below.

1st floor front room with later ceiling; east wall with wall 

plate and part of north wall with post, tie beam and brace   

Narrow Tudor brick work of 

stack at 1st floor level 

On the landing, opposite the stairs, a cupboard 

and a W.C., measuring 1.23 m by 0.80 m ( see

right hand photograph above), have been 

installed under the eaves of the roof leaving little 

of the wall framing visible.

However a blocked two-light window can be 

seen at the north-western end of the wall, 

directly fitted into the soffit (underside) of the 

wall plate. There is some evidence of ovolo 

moulding in the central mullion, but this may be 

a repair and not necessarily original. This 

window must have been blocked when the rear 

extension of No. 51 was built in the mid C18
th

.   
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Attic: 51/53 Roof structures – trusses, special features if any : The front roof structure has 

been heavily altered, probably twice. The first time when the conversion into two cottages took 

place and a roof parallel to the street was constructed over both; the second time when the front 

eaves were raised with new brickwork ending in a decorative dentil course. The shallower front 

roof pitch was covered in slates, which were becoming ubiquitous in the C19
th

. 

Access to the very low attic was not possible for me to check for traces of the original 

construction and the photographs taken from the ceiling hatch of No. 51 next to the stack are not 

very illuminating. 

View north into rear bay roof of No. 51 View south into front roof of No.51 from

showing traditional apex pegged rafters.        ceiling hatch next to chimney. The short 

beam section may be the plate on top of the 

wall on which the former rafters sat 

before the roof was turned by 90 degrees and the   

double gabled front was lost. 

The best preserved, visible roof is that of the rear bay truss at No. 53 (see photograph above 

p.6), which shows the traditional cambered tie beam, supporting queen struts to the collar, which

in turn clasps both roof purlins. This is a type of truss seen from the mid  C15
th

onwards.

Discussion and Conclusions

There is no doubt that this was once one house and of considerable size and quality. The early 

plan form of this building appears to have been in the shape of an L; two bays running west/east 

along the street plus a rear wing behind No. 53. A possible third bay (or more), indicated by the 

blocked doorway in the west wall of No. 51, is now lost under the C19
th

brick work of No 49.

The timber frame is best preserved in the front room/bay I of No. 51. The west side wall at both 

ground and 1
st

floors as well as the g.f. ceiling joists are original. The latter confirm that there 

always was a first floor chamber. At first floor level the heavily weathered rear corner post, tie 

beam and west wall plate confirm that the roof originally ran at right angles to the road with a 

gabled end, rather than parallel as it does now. The tie beam, corner post and wall plate, visible 

in the north/east walls in the first floor bedrooms of No. 53 shows that this too once had a gable 

to the street .
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The rear bay does retain such a south-north roof orientation with its original framing mainly 

intact and it is very likely that the front roof was very similar. This would have resulted in a 

building with a double gabled roof (or even a treble gabled one if it extended westwards)

fronting the street. Rows of adjoining gables were certainly not at all unusual as the 1690s 

Sibrechts paintings of the town show and some of these still exist (e.g see the multi-gabled front 

of the former ‘Bear’ Inn at 77-81 Bell Street)

The later, mostly re-used ceiling joists in the front room of No. 53 suggest that this had an either

different or no upper floor originally; the slight difference in floor levels between front room and 

rear landing/bedroom also indicates that one of the floors is a later insertion. Since the ceiling 

joists of the rear bay of No. 53 appear original and there is also the evidence of an early, first 

floor mullioned window we can be fairly certain that the rear wing always had an upper 

chamber. Was the front bay originally the open hall of the house with a chambered bay each 

adjoining at the back and the side?  The missing original roof would have helped to answer these 

questions. – However, a lost hall, accessed through the blocked doorway at No. 51, is also a very 

likely possibility. 

A building date around 1500 is suggested for the house, one of the many tenements left to the 

town by the wealthy yeoman William Barnaby. However, it was not the family home as he

expressly leaves that to his son John, however without giving any clues of where it was located. 

This is not the case with this one as it is expressly described as having the Parsonage Way on its 

east side.

� Ruth Gibson BA IHBC
November 2010, January 2011, Alt. 2013

Front room 51 Friday Street. Section of 

western side wall. NB blocked doorway; 

space beyond occupied by modern house.

GF plan of Nos 51 - 53 Friday Street

Henley – on - Thames 
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VERNACULAR BUILDINGS RESEARCH

HENLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL & HISTORICAL GROUP

Parish/County: Henley-on-Thames, Oxon Owners: Sally Crane

Street and House name: 51 & 53 Friday Street & Tom Lester

Recorded by: Ruth Gibson 

Dates of visits: 21.10.09, 12.8. &14.10.2010

11.1.2011

Listing grade and entry text:  Gd II

‘Late 18/19
th

C. Stucco, brick eaves cornice. Listed for Group value’

(NB the Listing entry is based on a cursory inspection of the front elevation only and takes no 

account of the much earlier timber framed interior. R.G.) 

Known History: In his will of 1585 William Barnaby, wealthy yeoman of Henley, leaves a 

number of properties or tenements, as they are called in the will,  to the trustees of Henley 

Corporation for charitable purposes. These include works to the bridge and maintenance of the 

poor in the form of twenty dozen loaves of bread every Good Friday, ten smocks for the oldest 

and poorest women and the rest for the poor in the almshouses. 

One of these tenements is in Friday Street, located ‘ between the Parsonage Way on the east and 

the tenement of John Marsham on the west’ ; it is let to one John Heyborne. The architectural 

evidence confirms that Nos 51-53 were once one house, whilst the 1878 map still clearly shows 

the ‘  Parsonage Way on the east’ of No. 53 , once the rear entrance from Friday Street to the 

yards and gardens of the Parsonage. The track still directly adjoins the east gable of No. 53, 

although it now leads to a modern garage in front of a tall brick wall. both post-dating 1878.

Although the Barnaby will is only a small window into the late Tudor town, it does point the 

way to more possible research into its history, as references to the property can from then on be 

found in the Henley Borough Assembly Minutes. I quote from research into these carried out by 

A.Cottingham :  ‘ 21.12.1750: ‘Lease to Benj. Bradshaw of the tenements and buildings in 

Friday St. next to the parsonage gateway, for 11 years at � 2.10s p.a. …. In consideration that 

he is to build…. .houses where the old houses now stand & keep them in good repair.  

The use of the plural may indicate that the building had already been turned into two houses, or 

the property next door, i.e. No. 49 was included. What is clear is that Benj. Bradshaw did not 

build new houses, but he re-fronted and refurbished the existing timber framed houses, very 

similar to what he did at 17-29 and 31-33 Friday Street. 
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At  No. 51: A. Cottingham’s  research into the Baptisms register of St. Mary’s shows that in 

1948 George William,  road repairer, lived there with his family. In 1942 its tenants were Arthur 

Lunnon, a munitions worker, with his family. In 1915 it was Arthur R. Wheatland, a soldier and 

family. The Census Return for 1901 shows George Arlett, a fisherman, wife and 4 children. 

At  No. 53:  Baptism Registers 1918 and 1920 William Goodall, labourer and family.

Census Return for 1901:  Charles Sarney, painter with wife and 2 children. 

The above are a good indication that these had become working class rented properties once the 

original, larger timber framed houses had been subdivided. This is confirmed by the large body 

of C 19
th

Census Returns for Friday Street. The mid C18
th

Borough Records also already show, 

that there was great demand for small cottages, resulting in the many examples of larger houses 

being subdivided into two-up-two-down cottages, which often included new rear extensions and 

infills between existing houses, i.e. Nos 21 and 29 Friday Street are such recorded examples.

Map ref., date of 1
st

map, type of plot. According to the 1878 O.S. Map these were formerly 

long narrow plots, located at the back of the planned medieval Hart Street burgages. Most of the 

Friday Street ones  run up to the line of the former brook, now put below ground; however those 

of Nos 51-53 have been truncated. 

Plan form/position in street: Two bays ( I & II on plan) fronting the street, one early addition

or contemporary bay (III) behind No. 53; Bay IV, was added to the rear of Bay I in the mid 

C18
th
. The building may originally have extended along the street beyond the present west gable 

of No. 51 (see evidence below). The east is bounded by the ancient, now very much truncated 

Parsonage Way. 

Description of the exterior of the building: This is a timber framed building of two bays 

fronting the street, which has been given a brick and stucco front and east side wall. It has 2 rear 

extensions running at right angles. The front roof has been raised to allow for taller first floor 

windows, thereby creating an asymmetrical roof shape. Whilst this shallower front roof slope 

has a covering of Welsh slates, the steeper rear roof remains tiled, as are both rear wings. 

On the west side the building abuts No. 49 Friday Street, a probably late C19
th

brick structure. 

The building is divided into two properties; this appears to pre-date the time when the front 

elevation was given its stucco render and the shallow slate roof, both typical for the early/mid

19
th

C. We are therefore looking at least two mayor alterations since it was first built.

No. 51:  Blocked doorway in the g.f. west wall. Large brick F.P. with timber bressumer

This retains its original large framed built into the north wall of the front 

square panels room
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The ground floor consists of a front room, entered from the street, with a large brick fire place 

directly adjoining the north wall of the room, probably first built as an external stack. This now 

projects into the rear room, which also accommodates the turned staircase. The rear room may 

have been built as the kitchen in the 18
th

C, before the present kitchen and bathroom extensions 

were added in the C 20
th

.

Both side walls of the front room have interesting features. The west wall is the only one in the 

building, which preserves most of its original structure. The north-west corner post is just over 4 

m tall rising to the tie beam at first floor level in the north wall. It has a jowl head, which seems 

to have had a brace, removed to allow for a door opening once the stair and landing had been 

added. Both post and tie beam are very heavily weathered (or more likely beetle infested after 

prolonged ingress of damp, as it would have been an exposed part of the rear timber framed wall 

for two centuries or more). The wall posts support three horizontal rails. The lower one is 

interrupted to allow for a door frame (now blocked by the side wall of No. 49), the next one at 

2.10m height provides the seating for the flat laid 8” by 4” ceiling joists to this room.

The east g.f. wall consists of a narrow scantling stud wall, located some 15 cm (6”) east beyond 

the wall rail supporting the joists. The present wall is clearly a later insertion, put in when the 

house was divided into two, but what does it replace?  If this was one large room originally one 

would expect the ceiling joists to be very similar, but those of No. 53 are quite different (see 

below under No. 53 Interior and g.f. plan). They appear to be re-used timbers and are unlikely 

to be original to the house. 

The stack and fire place surround are built of narrow bricks. It adjoins the former north outside 

wall of the building, but is now internal, accommodating the later extension including the dog-

leg stairs. At the back of the stack one can still see the earlier bricks of some 1 �”, 1 5/8” & 2” 

thickness, laid in an irregular bond with wide mortar joints up to first floor level; above this the 

Thick jowl of north-west corner 

post, supporting the tie beam and 

wall plate. There may have once 

been an arch brace between post and 

tie beam.  Scribed carpenter’s marks

showing the figure IIII are still 

visible. 

West wall with rail and central post, first floor room. 

The wall plate once supported the rafters of the original 

roof, but the later ceiling has been inserted c.40 cm 

above it, giving more head room. Mortises cut into the 

underside of the plate are evidence of former studs.

Two mortises cut into its face, still with evidence of 

pegs, for ceiling joists one at either end only. Did these 

provide small cock lofts for storage?
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bricks are nearer 2 �” thick and laid mainly in English bond (alternating headers and stretchers), 

but with areas of only headers. The difference in brick sizes and bond indicates a later change at

the top part of the stack. The early bricks are very similar to the mid 15
th

C. work seen at the 

Ewelme School and Almshouses complex of fine early brick building. 

The bricks of the fire place surround are of a darker colour, heavily repointed in cement mortar 

and may have been replaced. The hearth of the fire place is spanned by a timber bressumers with 

a 2” chamfer at the front and a deep, heavily charred rear chamfer. The bressumers retains some 

taper burns, scratches and cut markings.  A short section of the north-east corner post can be 

seen in the upper part of the brick work, still supporting the transverse beam. A horizontal 

timber appears to have been inserted underneath – see photograph below left.

The rear part of the cottage (Bay IV) consists of one ground and one first floor room and a 

turned staircase attached to the rear of the brick stack; see photographs above right and below.

The stairs are part of the later extension, built at right angles to the front bays. Some of its wall 

and ceiling timbers are re-used and not of the quality or scantling seen in the front range, very 

likely a sign of the timber shortages of the late 17
th

and 18
th

centuries. The floor levels are lower 

than that of the front; this is particularly pronounced at first floor level, where there is a 

difference of 0.35 m, again a sign of the time lag between the construction of front and rear. 

Rear range: 1
st

floor west wall. View south from ground floor rear room

Raking strut typical of late framing Heavy, but mostly 2
nd

hand ceiling joists

East ceiling, rail 

sup-porting flat 

laid joists, a
remnant of the 

wall post

disappearing 
into the stack? 

The short hori-

zontal timber 

may be part of 
the former 

stairs, or a later 

support for the 
post, which may 

have been cut

as it was set 

into the stack 

brickwork
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Interior of No. 53:

The ground floor layout is very similar to that of No. 51. The brick stack is also located at the 

northern end of the front room with a stair case attached to its back. The bricks are between 1 �” 

and 2” thick laid in irregular bond, tending to English bond at first floor level. The FP surround 

appears to be re-built, probably re-using ‘Tudor’ bricks.

In the west wall opposite the stack is a shallow niche measuring 21 by 66 cm. 

In the front room the ceiling joists run south-north and are tenoned into an axial beam; this lacks 

the traditional chamfer and the joists are of narrow scantling, sawn timbers of between 4/6/9 cm 

width, quite different from the heavy joists seen at No 51. The brick and stud west wall is also a 

later insertion, probably dating to the documented 18
th

work.  A brick with 1752 is used upside 

down in the wall and therefore unlikely to be in its original position.  

The rear room on the other hand has a 26 cm wide axial beam with a 4 cm wide chamfer and 

carved  step stop; the joists are tenoned into it, are flat laid and of some 15 cm width. This is a 

very traditional ceiling arrangement and appears to be original. 

Rear axial beam with chamfer and 

decorative stop. ( NB electric cabling 

has been fixed to its side) 

The brick with possibly the date 1752 

scratched into it – or is a 5-figure number? 
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The first floor rear room confirms that this is not a later addition, but very probably part of the 

original building, although there is also a slight difference in floor height of 18 cm. Its rear gable 

wall retains a traditional truss with a cambered tie beam, collar, 3 queen struts and clasped 

purlins. See left photograph below.

1st floor front room with later ceiling; east wall with wall 

plate and part of north wall with post, tie beam and brace   

Narrow Tudor brick work of 

stack at 1st floor level 

On the landing, opposite the stairs, a cupboard 

and a W.C., measuring 1.23 m by 0.80 m ( see

right hand photograph above), have been 

installed under the eaves of the roof leaving little 

of the wall framing visible.

However a blocked two-light window can be 

seen at the north-western end of the wall, 

directly fitted into the soffit (underside) of the 

wall plate. There is some evidence of ovolo 

moulding in the central mullion, but this may be 

a repair and not necessarily original. This 

window must have been blocked when the rear 

extension of No. 51 was built in the mid C18
th

.   
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Attic: 51/53 Roof structures – trusses, special features if any : The front roof structure has 

been heavily altered, probably twice. The first time when the conversion into two cottages took 

place and a roof parallel to the street was constructed over both; the second time when the front 

eaves were raised with new brickwork ending in a decorative dentil course. The shallower front 

roof pitch was covered in slates, which were becoming ubiquitous in the C19
th

. 

Access to the very low attic was not possible for me to check for traces of the original 

construction and the photographs taken from the ceiling hatch of No. 51 next to the stack are not 

very illuminating. 

View north into rear bay roof of No. 51 View south into front roof of No.51 from

showing traditional apex pegged rafters.        ceiling hatch next to chimney. The short 

beam section may be the plate on top of the 

wall on which the former rafters sat 

before the roof was turned by 90 degrees and the   

double gabled front was lost. 

The best preserved, visible roof is that of the rear bay truss at No. 53 (see photograph above 

p.6), which shows the traditional cambered tie beam, supporting queen struts to the collar, which

in turn clasps both roof purlins. This is a type of truss seen from the mid  C15
th

onwards.

Discussion and Conclusions

There is no doubt that this was once one house and of considerable size and quality. The early 

plan form of this building appears to have been in the shape of an L; two bays running west/east 

along the street plus a rear wing behind No. 53. A possible third bay (or more), indicated by the 

blocked doorway in the west wall of No. 51, is now lost under the C19
th

brick work of No 49.

The timber frame is best preserved in the front room/bay I of No. 51. The west side wall at both 

ground and 1
st

floors as well as the g.f. ceiling joists are original. The latter confirm that there 

always was a first floor chamber. At first floor level the heavily weathered rear corner post, tie 

beam and west wall plate confirm that the roof originally ran at right angles to the road with a 

gabled end, rather than parallel as it does now. The tie beam, corner post and wall plate, visible 

in the north/east walls in the first floor bedrooms of No. 53 shows that this too once had a gable 

to the street .
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The rear bay does retain such a south-north roof orientation with its original framing mainly 

intact and it is very likely that the front roof was very similar. This would have resulted in a 

building with a double gabled roof (or even a treble gabled one if it extended westwards)

fronting the street. Rows of adjoining gables were certainly not at all unusual as the 1690s 

Sibrechts paintings of the town show and some of these still exist (e.g see the multi-gabled front 

of the former ‘Bear’ Inn at 77-81 Bell Street)

The later, mostly re-used ceiling joists in the front room of No. 53 suggest that this had an either

different or no upper floor originally; the slight difference in floor levels between front room and 

rear landing/bedroom also indicates that one of the floors is a later insertion. Since the ceiling 

joists of the rear bay of No. 53 appear original and there is also the evidence of an early, first 

floor mullioned window we can be fairly certain that the rear wing always had an upper 

chamber. Was the front bay originally the open hall of the house with a chambered bay each 

adjoining at the back and the side?  The missing original roof would have helped to answer these 

questions. – However, a lost hall, accessed through the blocked doorway at No. 51, is also a very 

likely possibility. 

A building date around 1500 is suggested for the house, one of the many tenements left to the 

town by the wealthy yeoman William Barnaby. However, it was not the family home as he

expressly leaves that to his son John, however without giving any clues of where it was located. 

This is not the case with this one as it is expressly described as having the Parsonage Way on its 

east side.

� Ruth Gibson BA IHBC
November 2010, January 2011, Alt. 2013

Front room 51 Friday Street. Section of 

western side wall. NB blocked doorway; 

space beyond occupied by modern house.

GF plan of Nos 51 - 53 Friday Street

Henley – on - Thames 
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51 � 53 Friday Street 

Henley-on-Thames Grade II listed
Group Value only

Description: Two cottages now, with a stuccoed front elevation and raised, slated front roof, but 

originally a timber framed house. There is evidence that it consisted of three bays originally built 

parallel to the street plus a short rear wing on the east side, also timber framed. (see plan below)

The view above showing its asymmetric gable, which adjoins �Parsonage Way�, demonstrates that 

only the front wall was raised, allowing for better 1st floor head room, but that the rear wall and 

steep roof pitch (still clay tiled) remain as built. The interior retains most of its original, heavy 

scantling timber framing. A blocked doorway on the west side of the front room indicates that this 

gave access to another part of the house or maybe an adjoining passageway on the left.   

1878 OS Henley Map

51 53

Listing Entry résumé:  

Late 18/19th C. stucco, brick  

eaves cornice. Plat band at 

first floor. Low pitched slate 

roof.  Included in Grade II for 

Group Value.

NB: The above LB. entry is 

clearly wrong: Behind the 

facade survives a timber 

framed building of quality. 

Before being sub-divided, it 

was a substantial house with a 

building date no later than the 

mid C16th .  

Heavy scantling timber framed 
gable of the rear wing of No. 

53 showing a cambered tie 

beam and queen struts between 

it and the collar above. 

-

Update in 2014
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Known History:  This is one of several buildings left in the 1585 will of wealthy yeoman 

William Barnaby to the Henley Corporation for charitable purposes. As no house numbering 

existed, it is described as a tenement located �between the Parsonage Way on the east and 

the tenement of John Marsham on the west�. This side entrance way to the former Rectory or 

Parsonage still exists; it is marked up on the above 1878 OS map immediately east of No. 53.  

Documentary evidence from the Henley Borough Assembly Minutes of 21.12.1750 

(research by A. Cottingham) shows that Benjamin Bradshaw held a Lease from the 

Corporation for buildings in Friday Street next to the parsonage gateway for 11 years for 

£2.10.0 p.a. and that he was to build houses where the old houses stand and keep them in 

good repair. - As also noted  at Nos.17 � 29 Friday Street, the same Benj. Bradshaw did not 

replace the old houses. Here again he re-fronted and extended them at the rear, dividing them 

and giving each a kitchen & several fire places and a staircase.  

The C19th and early C20th Census Returns and Baptism Registers show that the tenants of 

both cottages were at various times a painter, a fisherman, a labourer, a soldier � all married 

with numerous children filling the two-bedroom homes. 

Notes on architectural details:  

∑ Original square panel timber framing survives in the west g.f. wall of No. 51

∑ A blocked doorway in the west wall indicates former access to another bay ( where 

the modern brick built No. 49 now stands) 

∑ Both cottages have substantial brick stacks and fire places with timber bressumers 

built into rear walls of the front rooms.

∑ Both stacks support at their backs narrow winder stairs 

∑ The front wall was raised and the roof rebuilt. There are indications that it may have 

had 2 parallel gables to the street originally

∑ The rear extension at No. 53 is early and has heavy scantling ceiling joists

∑ Its first floor retains its original queens struts truss with clasped purlins

51 53

Location of 

blocked door

Above: West side wall of No. 51 showing ground floor and 

fist floor timber framing. 

Right: Plan of the building, now two cottages with fire places 

and stairs added in the C18th .                       

© Ruth Gibson 

September 2014


